DATE----CALL--LOCATION----------------------KCS----CLUB-----TIME ALL EST--
Mar 16 KWIL Albany Ore 1210 N R C 11:00 - 5:30 AM
17 WJPF Herrin Ill 1310 N R C 3:00 - 3:30 AM
18 KROD El Paso Tex 600 N R C 3:00 - 4:00 AM
20 WNBH New Bedford Mass 1310 3:00 - 4:15 AM
22 WTAM Cleveland Ohio 1070 TIPS 11:15 - 11:30 PM
24 WPID Petersburg Va. 1210 5:30 - 6:00 AM
25 KODL The Dales Ore. 1200 TEST 4:00 - 4:45 AM
29 WJFR Greenville Miss. 1340 N R C 3:00 - 3:30 AM
9931 CKBI Prince Albert Sask. 1210 ALL 8:00 - 2:00 AM

CKBI will DX from 8 AM Mar 29 to 2 AM Mar 31st. Try and get a rept in.
Edward Talbott the C.E. of KROD is dedicating a program to the N.R.C. & it will be on 600 kc their new frequency. Let's show our ole spirit and show KROD how our members report on these special programs. Seems that you fellows have been letting down the last few times. I really think that the rotten DX weather was more to blame that anything.

We also have a program from WJPF on Mar 17th. This is a new station & a lot of us will welcome a chance to verify it. Let's hope that the noise that has been in the air clears up so we can really show our appreciation to these stations and make our reports worth while.

KWIL will be a tough nut to crack this time of the year especially with station WEDC broadcasting. But let's glue our ears to the speaker and we might be just lucky enough to have them come through. They are putting on a swell program and so lets all hope for ideal conditions.

The Grand National SWL Club (not a DX Club but a club devoted exclusively to the SWL card swapper) will celebrate their first anniversary in May and will run an extra large bulletin for that month. The bulletin will probably be the first of its kind on the market, the Super Delux issue will be sent to members and only one copy per member, regular issue will be sent to Non Members requesting samples. The Club publishes a nice bulletin every month describing all the latest SWL cards, a real QRA list guaranteed to be 100% QSL's DX section, lots of cartoons and everything. Membership is 75¢ per year and provides a big monthly bulletin, nice club stuff on QRP Page /
GEORGE CRYDER-DELAWARE, OHIO 3/13 DX has not been so good lately but here are the results of a little listening. WBUF on 830 if fb at 6:15am EST. ZNS on 790 is being hrd (51/49) in the evenings regularly over riding WGY. YV5RD is hrd fair after ZNS leaves the air; CMED-CMBF on 1290 is hrd (51 R9 regularly every evening and completely covers every thing else on that freq; Also ?? on about 1410 is hrd. New stations on the air (not hrd as yet) are TILUZ on 650 with 7000w; T5JU on 575 with 1500w; T5MC on 670 with 700w; T5NG-750 with 500w; T5PH on 800 with 3kw; TIEP also has a station on 1225kc with 3kw; in addition to their station on 890kc, also with 3kw; FB letter verie from WSM last night with Ekko stamp attached.

DICK COOPER-KITTANNING PA. Verifications since last report are cards from WBIR-WAJR-WINX & KWLM; Reports out to WCED-WKIP-WIZE-WWVA. In addition veries are overdue from WBTA-KGED-WBOG and our pal KMJ. KTBB also refuse to answer for me. Watch for WPCI who state they will go on reg sked on March 29th on 1420kcs. WISH will not be ready until May. WAGE & WMUR are reported ready to go. KBZT is about set. A station is under construction at Covington, Va., and the CP has not yet been granted by the FCC. That's what I call optimism. Leo-What is sked of WCRW?; Ernie what is sked of WFWM?

MERLIN STEEN ???????? I am soon to leave for Ft Snelling and expect to be there a week or so then dont know where I'll be transferred. Will drop a card in a couple weeks or so. Before I left home KODL-KBND & WEBI had verified making total log 962 & veries 806; Greet all the boys and when I get a permanent QRA I'll be glad to hear from them. Good luck to all the NRC members. Pt. Merlin Steen.

JIM WALKER-CASS W, VA. Very good for TP's. 3/3 Hrd 2 scrapping on 560kcs one must have been 6W6A and wonder who the other were; 2YA-R4-5; 1YA was very weak wonder why; 2CO-R3-5; 2NR-R4; 3YA-R4-5; 2BL-R4; 44S-R4; 3LO- R4; 3GI-R3-4; 20Y-R5-6; 4YA-R6-7 and best TP; 2XC-R5 all were good enough to copy but static was very heavy. I cant believe you fellows reports when you say a TP was R9, boy thats loud and clear. Also hrd WITH for a new one. Veries KODL by Paul Walden who says they will be on the 25th; To Merlin I hrd & verified KDR60 on their monthly Freq check Nov 2 at 2:30 EST you will have tofigure out this time and signed by Thomas L. Yount. Verie from WIZE by Arthur Martin and he signs on the station with the "Lords Prayer". Could not hear KWAT & have KaYC already verified. Static really bad. Hrd many TP's on 3/10 and not much since.

PAT REILLEY-JAMESTOWN N.Y. WMVA verie by R.H. Whilliw mgr. 3/6 WORD and WEOA on 1370 at 2:40; WLQ on 1240 at 3:02; WGR with aux xmitter at 3:20 and regulars with their check for Atlanta; 3/7 To noisy to DX; 3/8 Too noisy, couldn't hear CKLW and had a bad snow storm; 3/9 Too noisy to DX bad snowstorm again today, WJRD was on 1230 testing; 3/10 WWSE-WITH & WMOE did not leave the air; KVOC for the NRC-KWAT on 1240 at 3:30 but quite noisy; 3/11 WLLH at 2:50; WKST on 1280 at 3:10; WPAB on 1370 at 4:05; WJED ex WMBC on check but very noisy and raining; KVOC signed by John E. Boren; KFJS by O.L. Russell; 3/12 KSCJ on 1360 at 3:30; WCAL on 1210 with aux xmt at 4:05 but radio noisy and quit early.

BOB BOTZUM-READING PENN. Reception very poor lately. War 10th hrd WJLB Detroit(formerly WMBC) until 1:30 for a new one; Recent veries YV4RA-KWLM-YV5RG-WMVA for 1235 veries; Reports still out to WBTA-WCED-WITH-KEYS. WMVA by R. Hoy Whitiow, mgr. They will go on reg sked Mar 29th & operate until 10PM. Wonder if anybody received their HC2AT verie Yet?

ELDON ADDY-MARCUS IOWA Not much DX here the last week due to static and warm weather but I have an item that might interest some of you fellows. A letter from KWIL states that they will have a special DX program on March 16th from 2 to 4:30 AM CST. They will also test the 3rd Sundays from 4-4:15 AM CST. They welcome all DX reports and will verify if report is accompanied by return postage. Card from KFEL says that they DX every Tues-Thurs & Fri from 10PM to 2 AM CST. Nothing doing on WFPD or WBRW as static was too bad. Hope weather will get a little cooled so I can catch a few of the March checks. For H. Perkins, address CHNC to Calle 23 No. 482, Vedado, Apartado 33. They verified a Dec rpt in 2 weeks MEL OLIVER-HOUSTON TEXAS Some of my SW buddies are going to have trouble believing their eyes when they see this, but I'm actually sending in a BCB report—for the very first time. (We are very glad to see this report also Mel and hope you will send in a lot more—Ray) On the morning of Feb 11 I ran into KXOX and after 8 years on SW, I got the BCB bug. Since that time I have reported to 52 stations and have received 32 veries. They are from KTUL-KOme-KFVD—WHO—KLER-KWJ5-KATE—KTEC—KVIC—KPAC—WQA1—KLUP—KXOX KPWT—KRJC—WWL—WNOE—KWKH—WOWO—CWOK—WEDC—WIBW—WHIC—KT5W—KPRC—KG3B—KQXO—KFJS—KR1D—KUOA & KNX. Suppose best catch is KGKB and have also hrd ZNS at 6 PM; KXOX has not answered report of Feb 11 nor KCR report of Feb 13. Hrd KEY6 testing before going on air and reported then and also happened to be listening on 1500 when they came on for their first broad-cast at 5PM CST Mar 8th. Are veries such as WIL & KLUF sent out counted? They say nothing more than Thank's for your report. (That is a tough question Mel as some say no and others say that if they acknowledge your report it must have been correct, so it depends on your self—Ray) KWXH verified on letter head of KWKH-KTB3 giving no indication which station they were verifying. Hrd KXYZ test on 1470kc and KYCA on 1490 and KFPW on 1400 these apparently being their new freq. As to local stations KXYZ is going on 1470-KPRC-950; KTH—1310; These after Mar 29th; Years ago—about 10 to be exact I used to listen on BCB and even verified a few Cubans and Mexicans but have lost or destroyed all of the veries so if this bug continues I'll be actually starting from the bottom. Heres also a note you might insert in the SW column. (There is none this week as explained on the front page but will insert it where they will notice it—Ray) No Mel KGKB is not a new station, it is listed in Radex for Mar—Apr 1940 as being on 1500 kc. They will go to 1490 on Mar 29th.

GRANT BATSON-WESTFIELD N.Y. Veries & DX both slow, reports sent to WKPT on 3/5; KXOX on 1240 (4/R9); WDAY on 940 at 11:15PM (5/R9); 3/10 KPGQ & KVWC KFVC was Gram by WNSW; 3/11 KIU freq ck on 1400kc and KOCY test on 1310 S.O. at 5:30 then on 1340; Veries rec CHNC-WFPG and WKPT & card from WAPI CHNC by V. Bernard, this rpt was on all French pro. To Eldon, My WD80 signed by Robert W. Wilds a card, that was Mar 1940; None on KFPM; I need help on KMT(Who Don't) and KGEF. Tnks to Addy & Curgan for help; The Bflo Evening News Almanac 1941 Edition has all the new freqs listed.

JOE BRAUNER-WAPSVILLE N.Y. New stations, WPAB on reg test, 3/5 also KXOX not hrd very well. New veries, letters from WFPG & KROD. Several stations hrd testing on new freq. WPAB on 1370 several times on and since 3/5; KDLR-KOY—KWAT and many others.

LEO HERZ—CHICAGO II1. Reports were sent to WHKC—WCAW—WCL; KORE was not audible and none of the Chicago gang could hear them; Veries from KRNW—WJBL—WXYZ & WBTH(a letter). My log stands at 246 with 229 veries. VIS 48 VIC 5. Hope to make my log to 300 before the close of the season. I need help on WSBT-WJLB & WCAE. Conditions were bad, lots of fading on all Sta.

I have not heard from WETA about verifications as yet but will continue to try to get some information for you fellows soon. Ray.
NICK EVANGELISTA-W. HAMBURG, Pa. Thought the boys would be wondering what is wrong with me because of no reports. Well I am working anywhere from 10 to 14 hours a night and that is why no DX. I do have reports out to KINY-WCAL-WBTA-WCED-KTOH-WITH-WAJR-KLO-WMOG-KFYT-WINS-WHOK-KHAS-WKPA-CMC KROD-WFPG-WATM-WTOH-WJOB-WJHP-KLZ-WGAC-WINX-WBIR-KLMS-KTRB have verified KVOE turned me down. My verified log $s now 551; See that WITH is 24 hr.

RAY EDGE-BUFFALO N.Y. Well I sent reports to WLAB and WHCU AGAIN. Veris received are cards from WAJR-WLAB-WFPG-KIDQ-WTOH and a letter verie from WPID. Total veries now 555. How did you fellows hear CKNB. Your editor set the alarm and when it went off just pushed the lever and rolled over and promptly went back to sleep. Kalmbach says that he could not hear them but Herb Campbell in Athens Pa says they came in good. I really wonder now if the 2nd story man didn't do the same as I did but wont admit it. I wonder.

JUNIOR CABRERA-BUFFALO N.Y. Yes I can still find time to DX and have reports to WCEC-KOHN-WITH and KGGM. Veris from WSJS-WKPA-WHUB-WHA-WKPT KGFW and finally WKAG. At the little gathering at Pop's house last week copied WLAB and Pop got his verie but I lost my report so couldn't send it. Hrd WDWS on 3/14 on 1400 kc asking for reports but have them verified. DX weather still lousy and spring is just around the corner so lets get ready for that Convention in Buffalo this Fall.

A card from our President says that WNY state they will be testing the week of March 24th and will welcome reports of reception. Paul H. Lee is the chief engineer and signed the card so reports can be addressed to him. Joe says WMOG finally verified and signed by H.E. Lange, C.E. Reception noisy and WSAJ played a selection for him and Pop.

** ** **

The first gathering since the NRC was moved to Buffalo will be held in Buffalo on April 20th. The boys from Cleveland will be here and would like any others who can to be on hand. You can depend on having a good time as the boys are all lively enough and we here in Buffalo are looking forward to it. Drop a line if you plan to attend.

There is positively going to be an annual convention this year and it is to be held as usual over Labor Day. The place, Buffalo N.Y. and the exact dates are August 30-31st and September 1st 1941. We have not as yet picked the place to hold our banquet dinner but you can be sure that it will be a real good dinner and the price will be $1.00 per person. We hope that as many of you as possible will plan to attend and this is the reason this information is published so soon. There will be more on this in later issues of the bulletin so plan to attend if at all possible.

** ** **

THE GRAND NATIONAL SWL CLUB cont.

Membership card, free QRA's upon request for any location, full club privileges, monitoring calls etc.

We advise all who would like the big DELUXE EDITION of the CNSWLC bulletin to get their applications for membership into the club before and not later than May 5th 1941. REMEMBER The SUPER DELUXE EDITION WILL BE SENT TO MEMBERS ONLY. The address is The Grand National SWL Club, P.O. Box 141-Station V, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr George H. Jacobs Pres.

** ** **

REPORT FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT HY FOR 75¢ per hundred postage paid. Also have 2 large Convention pictures at 55¢ each postage paid and quite a few post card size Convention pictures which are 5¢ or A 1-1/2¢ stamps. All orders for the above will be filled the same day received except the post card size pictures which will be sent in with your next bulletin. The money made on the sale of these pictures will be put into the clubs Tres.
BCR. PAGE: 5 NATIONAL RADIO CLUB DX NEWS
OFFICIAL LIST OF CANADIANS, EFFECTIVE MARCH 29, 1941 - Sent in by Steve Mann.

FREQ. Call Power Location
540 CEK 50kw. Watrous, Sask.
550 CPNB 1kw. Fredericton, N.B.
560 CK 1kw. Kelowna.
560 CJKL 1kw. Kerkland Lake, Ont.
580 CKUA 500w. Edmonton, Alta.
580 CKPR 1kw. Pt. Arthur, Ont.
580 CCKL 1kw. Toronto, Ont.
600 CJOR 1kw. Vanouver, B.C.
600 CFQC 1kw. Saskatoon, Sask.
600 CFCF 1kw. Montreal, Quebec.
610 CHSN 1kw. Winnipeg, Man.
610 CJAT 1kw. Trail, B.C.
610 CHNC 1kw. New Carlisle, Que.
620 CAY 1kw. Labrador City.
630 CFCY 1kw. Charlottetown, P.E.I.
630 CFCC 1kw. Chatham, Ont.
660 CBF 50kw. Montreal, Que.
744 CBL 50kw. Toronto, Ont.
800 CKSO 1kw. Sudbury, Ont.
800 CKLW 5kw. Windsor, Ont.
860 CQP 1kw. Pembroke, Ont.
910 CBO 1kw. Ottawa, Ont.
910 CSM 1kw. Kamloops, B.C.
960 CPAC 1kw. Calgary, Alta.
960 CHNS 1kw. Halifax, N.S.
980 CKCK 1kw. Regina, Sask.
980 CKX 1kw. Vancouver, B.C.
990 CKT 1kw. Timmins, Man.
1010 CFCN 1kw. Calgary, Alta.
1070 CE 50kw. Salmon Arm, B.C.
1150 CBR 5kw. Vancouver, B.C.
1150 CKX 1kw. Brandon, Man.
1150 KOC 5kw. Hamilton, Ont.
1150 GH3J 1kw. St. John, N.B.
1200 CHAB 250w. Moose Jaw, Sask.
1290 CJIC 100w. Calgary, Alta.
1290 CFC 100w. North Bay, Ont.
1230 CKNX 100w. Wingham, Ont.
1230 CKTB 100w. St. Catherine, Ont.

PARTIAL LIST OF CUBANS EFFECTIVE MARCH 29, 1941 - Submitted by Steve Mann.

FREQ. Call Power Location
550 2000w. CMW Habana
590 15kw. CMCY Habana
650 15kw. CMCD Habana
740 5kw. CBML Habana
790 5kw. CMCF Habana
860 5kw. CMX Habana
910 5kw. CMZ Habana

Further changes in Cubans will be published in the bulletin as soon as we get them. We also intend to get the changes for the Dominican Rep.
and Haiti if possible. The Canadian changes sent in by E.H. Manning of Edmonton Alb are included in the above and we thank him for them. The Cuban list will appear in full next week.
Any one -

 Leo

 Ralph

 Richard Cooper

 Randolph Hunt

 Ray

 Ernie Cooper

 Clarence Burnham

 Pat Kelley

 Nick Evangelista

 Eric Bristow

 Al Bartholemew

 George Cryder

 Howard Ziegler

 Fred Herke Jr.

 Randolph Hunt

 Richard Cooper

 Ray Edger

 Nick Hoytan

 Carroll Seth

 Ralph Berger

 Frank Wheeler

 Gail Beyer

 Harold Schubert

 Changes for the next listing should be sent direct to editor by MAR. 25.

 1941 SHORT WAVE CONTEST

 EDITOR: Steve Mann, 1291 Ramona Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio.

 -RATINGS AS OF MARCH 11, 1941-

 Jack Siringer - ZQI DJC1 CON COJX COYJ CON (2 freq.) - 21 pts.

 Ralph Berger - ZQI CJOX WGEA HH2S - 16 pts.

 Steve Mann - ZQI DJC1 - 4 pts.

 Larry Lundberg - ZQI YV5RM - 4 pts.


 Francis Omekei - ZQI - 1 pt.

 This contest is open to all NRC'ers and the rules were printed on the back page of last week's bulletin. All changes in the above and all new entries for the next listing should be sent direct to editor by MAR. 25.

 --BBB REPORTS contd.

 STEVE MANN-LAKEWOOD OHIO: Verdict received recently are KROD KWLM WATW WBOC TIPG GBC CP3 HJAT YV5RB. CP3 verified with colorful card signed by R. Costas. HJAT verified by airmail letter signed by Carlos Haagen, Director. YV5RB returned reply-card signed Degwitz & Sibley. DX up until the last few days has been absolutely rotten. The KXOX program for the club was well heard here. WJLB, new call for WMBG, was logged Mar. 11 testing. WTC, our newest all-nighter was first heard Mar. 3rd. Mar. 11 was a fair TP morning with 2YA 2YK 2YH 3YA 4YA and 3GI being heard, but, oddly enough, not a sound was heard from 1YA.

 Any one wanting a free copy of the DX HOUND please write George Clyde

 P.O. Box 352 B.P. Lakewood, Ohio. Radio Clubite is available for a 34 cent